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A B S T R A C T   

In this study, the hybrid lattice Boltzmann scheme is introduced for three-dimensional heat 
transfer by conduction, natural convection and radiation. The mesoscopic LBGK model with the 
D3Q19 stencil is used to describe the flow pattern whereas the thermal model is formulated in 
terms of the finite difference solution of the macroscopic energy equation. The governing equa-
tions are solved in MatLab by means of the in-house code validated on experimental and nu-
merical benchmark data. Three-dimensional heat transfer and flow patterns are analyzed when 
varying the Rayleigh number 104 ≤ Ra ≤ 106, solid-fluid interfaces emissivity 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, walls 
thickness 0.05 ≤ M ≤ 0.2. During numerical simulations, it is found that temperature of the air 
and solid walls is reduced with an increment in the Rayleigh number under studied conditions. 
However, the flow field is slightly altered with Ra. Computational performance of the hybrid 
lattice Boltzmann model is significantly better than the conventional vorticity-vector potential 
formulation. No radiation heat transfer mode provides thermal stratification in the entire cavity. 
Along with that, thermal and flow behavior are very similar under the 2D and 3D simulations. On 
the contrary, a significant discrepancy is observed in the temperature and velocity values when 
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taking into account surface radiation. Hence, it is very important to implement the 3D model 
when studying conductive-convective-radiative heat transfer under the top location of the heater.   

1. Introduction 

Analysis of combined heat transfer problems by conduction, convection and radiation plays an important role in science and 
technology. These types of problems are encountered in many engineering applications such as crystal growths, solar energy, building 
thermophysics, metal industry etc. Natural convection-radiation coupling [1–5] is numerically studied both under the laminar [6–8] 
and turbulent [9–11] flow behavior. The most relevant studies are discussed below. 

The effect of thermal radiation on heat transfer and fluid flow characteristics is predominantly analyzed in terms of differentially 
heated cavities. Akiyama and Chong [12] numerically studied convective-radiative heat transfer in a domain filled by a viscous 
incompressible diathermic medium. The authors showed how the surface emissivity affected the local and mean heat transfer char-
acteristics. Bouafia et al. [8] have solved a similar problem. The governing equations were formulated under the non-Boussinesq 
conditions with temperature-dependent thermophysical properties. While the studies [8,12] were performed under the side walls 
heating configurations, Ashish Gad and Balaji [13] considered combined heat transfer via natural convection and surface thermal 
radiation in a cavity with a heat source located at the bottom wall. 

By now, only few works are published on turbulent natural convection-radiation coupling. Sharma et al. [14] conducted a nu-
merical analysis of turbulent natural convection and surface thermal radiation in a cavity heated from the bottom. Xaman et al. [15] 
studied convective-radiative heat transfer in a domain with the horizontal adiabatic and vertical isothermal walls in a wide range of the 
Rayleigh number 109 ≤ Ra ≤ 1012 and aspect ratio 1 ≤ Ar ≤ 100. Ibrahim et al. [16] considered a similar problem. The aim of their 
study [16] was a comparative analysis of two-parametric RANS turbulence models when solving combined heat transfer problems by 
natural convection and surface radiation. The three-dimensional heat transfer via turbulent natural convection and radiation in a 
differentially heated cube was studied by Wu and Lei [17]. 

Convection-radiation coupling with internal mass transfer was analyzed in Ref. [18]. Ibrahim and Lemonnier [18] have considered 
a heat and mass transfer problem in a cavity filled by a nitrogen and carbon dioxide with the Rayleigh number of 9,2 · 106. The 
Navier-Stokes, diffusion, and energy equations were solved in Aquilon software. The authors developed an original tool for radiation 
heat transport calculation based on the discrete ordinate method. Lari et al. [19] considered the same problem in a wide range of the 
medium optical thickness 0 ≤ τλ ≤ 100 when Ra = 106. Similar geometrical and physical models to Refs. [18,19] was considered in 
Refs. [20,21]. However, the mathematical model was formulated in terms of the alternative computational fluid dynamics technique 
called the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM). The effect of volumetric radiation on three-dimensional natural convection was examined 
in Ref. [22]. Mohamed Naceur Borjini et al. [22] considered a differentially heated box filled by a melt of LiNbO3 when Ra = 105. A 
similar problem was solved by Cherifi et al. [3]. The authors [3] studied three-dimensional heat and mass transfer patterns in a cubic 
humid air-filled domain. 

Studies noted above deal with the convection-radiation coupling in enclosures with infinitely thin or perfectly heat-conductive 
walls. Along with that, heat transfer is simultaneously represented by conduction, convection and radiation in real engineering ap-
plications. Xin et al. [10] performed a numerical analysis of turbulent natural convection and surface thermal radiation in a differ-
entially heated cavity with the horizontal finite thickness walls. The aim of their study was to resolve a problem associated with a 
discrepancy in heat transfer and fluid flow characteristics obtained numerically and experimentally. Sheremet and Martyushev [23] 
solved a two-dimensional problem of convective-radiative heat transfer in a square cavity filled by a radiatively non-participating 
medium and bounded by the finite thickness walls. Isothermal heat source was fixed at the bottom wall. The heat transfer at the 
outer boundaries was taken into account though the boundary condition of the third kind. Thereafter, Sheremet and Martyushev [24] 
numerically studied three-dimensional heat transfer by natural convection and surface radiation in a cube with a hot plate at the 
bottom wall. 

To sum up, a reasonable conclusion can be made natural convection-radiation coupling is predominantly analyzed by means of 
enclosures with infinitely thin walls. Little attention is paid to the heat and mass transfer analysis when heating the area by radiant 
fluxes. These problems are of great interest in terms of engineering applications such as radiant panel heating/cooling systems [25] and 
infrared chambers [26]. It needs to be also stressed that combined three-dimensional heat transfer problems by conduction, convection 
and radiation are predominantly studied by the conventional Navier-Stokes formulation. On the contrary, a numerically efficient 
alternative CFD tool called the lattice Boltzmann method [27,28] is actively developed. By now, there are only a few works on 
conduction-convection-radiation analysis by the lattice Boltzmann method [29–31]. In these works, two-dimensional forced con-
vection of a radiatively participating medium is studied. Hence, there is no buoyancy term which significantly affects numerical 
stability. Moreover, the thermal LB model is formulated by means of the double distribution function approach. 

The motivation of this study is to build the hybrid lattice Boltzmann scheme for 3D conductive-convective-radiative heat transfer 
problems. In the present work, the idea proposed by Lallemand and Lou [32] was extended. First off, an implicit scheme for energy 
equation is implemented in order to further increase numerical stability. Additionally, the flow solver is supplemented with the 
conjugate and radiative heat transfer. As far as the authors know, there are no papers analyzing 3D conduction-natural con-
vection-surface radiation coupling via the hybrid lattice Boltzmann technique. 
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2. Problem description 

A cubic air-filled chamber (Fig. 1) with a heater mounted at the top wall is considered. This geometry is typical for radiant heating/ 
cooling systems and infrared drying applications. The finite thickness solid walls assume to be thermally-conductive and heat- 
accumulative. The low Mach number buoyancy driven flow under the Boussinesq approximation is analyzed when taking account 
the surface radiation. The air is assumed to be absolutely transparent for thermal radiation. 

The fluid flow is described by the discretized lattice Boltzmann equations with the single relaxation time approximation and the 
D3Q19 stencil [33–35]: 

fk

(

x→+ c→k ·Δt, t+Δt
)

= fk( x→, t)+Δt ·ω · [f eq
k ( x→, t) − fk( x→, t)]+Δt ·Fk (1) 

The relaxation rate, equilibrium distribution function and force term are given by: 
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R ·T
· f eq

k (4) 

The density and velocity are computed through the distribution function as: 

ρ=
∑19

k=1
fk (5)  

u→=
1
ρ ·

∑19

k=1
(ck · fk) (6) 

The mesoscopic lattice Boltzmann equations are coupled with the macroscopic energy equation. This coupling is known as the 
hybrid lattice Boltzmann (HLB) method [32,36,37] which is more numerically efficient than the passive scalar approach [38]. The 
three-dimensional energy equations for fluid and solid regions are as follows: 

cf ρf
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+ u

∂Tf
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∂y
+w
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∂z

)
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(
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)

(7) 

Fig. 1. Analysis domain.  
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csρs
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(8) 

It is more convenient to perform analysis in terms of the heat transfer and fluid flow dimensionless criteria. When adopting the 
following expressions τ = t

t0
, X = x

L, Y =
y
L, Z = z

L, U = u
Vnc

, V = v
Vnc

, W = w
Vnc

, Θ = T− T0
Th − Te

, Vnc =
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
g · β ·(Th − Te) · L

√
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Vnc
, Bi = α · L

λ , Nr =

σ ·T4
h · L

λ ·(Th − Te)
, Pr = ν

a, Ra =
g · β · (Th − Te) · L3

ν · a , the dimensionless energy equations for fluid and solid regions under the conjugate heat transfer and 
natural convection are as follows: 
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The boundary conditions for energy equations are given by at the outer surfaces except the bottom wall: 

∂Θ
∂n

=Bi · (Θ − Θe) (11)  

at the outer surface of the bottom wall: 

∂Θ
∂Z

= 0 (12)  

at the solid-fluid interfaces except the top one: 
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

∂Θs

∂n
= λf ,s

∂Θf

∂n
+ Qir ·Nr,

Θs = Θf ,

(13)  

at the top solid-fluid interface: 

Θ= 1 (14) 

The irradiation and radiosity are as follows: 

Qir, i = Ji −
∑N

j=1
φi− j · Jj. (15)  

Ji = εi ·Θ4
i +(1 − εi) ·

∑N

j=1
Fi− j · Jj (16) 

The no-slip condition for mesoscopic distribution function at the solid-fluid interfaces was implemented through the simple bounce 
back hypothesis. Schematic representation for the bottom solid-fluid interface is shown in Fig. 2. 

The following expressions are used f4 = f5, f8 = f9, f12 = f13, f15 = f14, f18 = f19 after the streaming process. It should be stressed that 
procedure for other boundaries is similar. 

Fig. 2. Simple bounce back scheme.  
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2.1. Numerical procedure and validation 

The energy and lattice Boltzmann equations are solved consecutively. equations (9) – (13) are discretized by means of the finite 
difference technique using the implicit four point stencil. Within this stencil, the Euler scheme, monotonic Samarsky approximation 
and central differences are implemented to discretize the temporal, convective and diffusive terms, respectively. The numerical 
procedure of the lattice Boltzmann method is relatively simple. It generally includes four steps such as collision, streaming, boundary 
conditions and macroscopic variables recovering. The radiosity equation (16) are solved by the Gaussian elimination method. Before 
the main computations, the view factors were analytically calculated by means of the Hottel method. 

In order to solve the governing equations, an in-house numerical code has been written in MatLab. The code was carefully validated 
both on experimental [39,40] and numerical [41,42] data of other researchers. The test results are presented in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and 
Table 1. 

When comparing the results with the experimental data of Bajorek and Lloyd [39], Corvaro and Paroncini [40], a satisfactory 
agreement of thermal and flow characteristics is observed. Moreover, the mean Nusselt numbers are in a very good match with the 
benchmark direct numerical simulation data of Fusegi et al. [41] and Wand et al. [42]. Therefore, the code is successfully validated. 

2.2. Grid study 

In order to present the mesh-independent solutions, several grids were tested before the major simulations. The results of the grid 
study are presented in Fig. 5. 

When analyzing Fig. 5, temperature and velocity were slightly varied at the mesh size higher than 973. Moreover, five nodes at least 
were placed inside the solid region depending on the walls thickness. Hence, a mesh with uniform grid spacing was used for all 
simulations. A schematic representation of the mesh is given in Fig. 6. The macroscopic dimensionless time step of 0.01 was used for all 
computations. The relaxation rates of 0.472, 0.989 and 1.511 were adopted for Ra = 104, Ra = 105 and Ra = 106, respectively. 

3. Results and analysis 

Three-dimensional heat transfer and fluid flow patterns are parametrically studied when taking into account conduction, natural 
convection and surface thermal radiation. The typical range of governing parameters is considered. The walls emissivity, buoyancy 
force, thermal diffusivity and conductivity ratios, conduction-radiation number, and walls thickness are 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, 104 ≤ Ra ≤ 106, 
89.82 ≤ af ,s ≤ 96.79, 0.074 ≤ λf ,s ≤ 0.259, 2.01 ≤ Nr ≤ 8.04 and 0.05 ≤ M ≤ 0.2, respectively. The Prandtl and Biot numbers, outside 
temperature and dimensionless time were fixed at 0.71, 10, 0 and 2000, respectively. Three-dimensional visualization of the numerical 
simulation results are performed in terms of the temperature contours in the characteristic sections, temperature and velocity 
magnitude isosurfaces, vector fields. Additionally, 2D and 3D simulation results are compared. For the first time, computational 
performance of typical vorticity-vector potential and atypical hybrid lattice Boltzmann techniques is examined under the 3D 
conductive-convective-radiative heat transfer formulation. 

3.1. Effect of Ra 

Temperature contours, velocity magnitude isosurfaces and vector fields are given in Fig. 7 when varying the Rayleigh number. 
It is interesting to note that both thermal and flow fields are slightly changed in a range of 104 ≤ Ra ≤ 105 under studied con-

ditions. On the contrary, a clear conduction-convection transition is observed when the heat source is located at the bottom or vertical 
wall. This non-typical behavior is concerned with the irradiation heating of the interfaces. The values of radiant fluxes are relatively 
low and this provides a low heat transfer rate closed to the conduction. However, when increasing the buoyancy force to 106, thermal 
stratification is found near the side walls. Temperature is almost uniformly distributed at the bottom solid-fluid interface. Hence, there 
is no temperature isosurface in this area. Generally, the overall temperature of the solution domain is decreased with an increment in 

Fig. 3. Temperature profiles when Ra = 3.55 ·105, Pr = 0.71, ε = 0.995, dτ = 0.01, ω = 1.297, GS = 813.  
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Fig. 4. Thermal (a, b) and flow (c, d) fields when Ra = 2.02 ·105: a, c) Corvaro and Paroncini [40]; b, d) This study (dτ =0.01, ω = 1.561, GS = 613).  

Table 1 
Mean Nusselt numbers.  

Ra Fusegi et al. [41] Wang et al. [42] This study 

GS Nu GS Nu GS ω dτ Nu 

104 623 2.19 503 2.25 413 1.106 0.01 2.13 
105 623 4.19 503 4.6 613 1.294 0.01 4.28 
106 623 8.02 503 8.78 813 1.511 0.01 8.57  

Fig. 5. Variation of temperature (a) and velocity (b) at the medium plane when Ra = 106, Pr = 0.71, ε = 0.9, Bi = 10, M = 0.1, af,s = 89.83, λf ,s = 0.26, Θe =

0.Nr = 7.03 
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the Rayleigh number. This finding is very important since the convective heat transfer rate is usually increased with the Ra. Hence, an 
increase in the temperature is expected. However, the energy source is fixed at the top wall while the other boundaries are heated by 
the irradiation in studied case. It can be assumed that this configuration provides a decrement in the temperature with a growth in the 
Rayleigh number. If more deep analysis is performed, it will be found that the characteristic size of the cavity both determines the 
Rayleigh and conduction-radiation numbers. During variation of the Ra, the constant value of Nr was used. Therefore, the dimension of 
the analysis domain is increased whereas the term “Qir ·Nr” is slightly changed. On the contrary, the flow pattern is almost insensible to 
the Ra variation. When analyzing the velocity magnitude isosurfaces and vector fields, an upward flow in the core of the cavity and a 
downward flow along the vertical interfaces are observed. However, it is interesting to note that the highest magnitude of the 
downward flows is found at the corners. 

3.2. Effect of ε 

Fig. 8 presents thermal and flow fields illustrating how surface thermal radiation affects the conjugate natural convection. 
As could be expected, the overall temperature is increased with the interfaces emissivity. No radiation heat transfer mode provides 

heat stratification in the entire cavity. A barely noticeable bend of isotherms near the vertical walls is concerned with the downward 
flows of cooled air along these walls. In this case of simulation, temperature in the bottom half of the chamber is approximately equal 
to the initial temperature. Only descended air flows are formed when ε = 0. When taking account the radiation heat transfer, the solid- 
fluid interfaces are additionally heated by the irradiation. The air heated near the bottom wall is ascended forming a thermal plume in 
the core of the cavity. Hence, the heat stratification is preserved only near the radiant heater. Along with that, temperature is uniformly 
distributed inside the thermally-conductive solid walls. In the case of the strong surface radiation, the temperature isosurface is 
increased. However, besides an increment in the air temperature, isotherms configuration is insignificantly altered along with the flow 
pattern in a range of 0.5 ≤ ε ≤ 1. It should be stressed that air temperature in the bottom half of the cavity is almost uniformly 
distributed under studied conditions. 

3.3. Effect of M 

Variation of thermal and flow fields with the walls thickness is given in Fig. 9. 
When analyzing the temperature contours, it was found that the overall temperature is decreased with an increment in the walls 

thickness. Along with that, the flow fields are altered under studied conditions. However, the magnitude of flow alteration is insig-
nificant in a range of 0.05 ≤ M ≤ 0.1 . In every cases of numerical simulation, an upward and downward air flows are observed in the 
core of the cavity and near the vertical solid-fluid interfaces, respectively. When M = 0.05, temperature isosurfaces are observed both 
near the top and bottom walls. Temperature is non-uniformly distributed inside the cavity and barely stratified near the vertical in-
terfaces. Along with that, the air heated at the bottom wall by natural convection is ascended in the core of the solution domain 
forming a so-called thermal plume. This plume provides heat non-uniformity in the air. When increasing the walls thickness to 0.1, the 
thermal plume becomes less noticeable due to a decrement in temperature gradient near the bottom solid-fluid interface. This factor 
contributes to the heat stratification at the top half of the chamber. Further increase in the walls thickness provides thermal strati-
fication in the entire cavity. Moreover, temperature is slightly changed in the bottom half of the cavity. It needs to be stressed that 
isotherms inside the solid vertical walls are bended towards the bottom boundary. This behavior is concerned with the creation of the 
downward air flows along the vertical solid-fluid interfaces due to the side cooling of the solution domain. 

Fig. 6. Computational domain.  
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3.4. 2D and 3D comparison 

In this sub-section, a comparative study of 2D and 3D simulations will be performed. When analyzing the pure natural convection, 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional problem formulations reproduce very similar results [43]. Hence, the effect of conjugate heat 
transfer and surface thermal radiation on thermal and flow behavior under 2D and 3D models is of interest. Temperature and velocity 
variations are shown in Fig. 10. 

In Figs. 10 and 3D results are presented along with the 2D simulations under the same grid size as the 3D model and grid- 
independent solution. In the case of pure natural convection, temperature values are very close in the characteristic sections. How-
ever, the horizontal velocity component shows a contradictory trend to the 2D results. On the other hand, the same trend and close 
values of the vertical velocity component are found. When taking into account convection-radiation coupling, a significant discrepancy 
in 2D and 3D results is observed. Moreover, the magnitude of discrepancy is increased with an increment in the interfaces emissivity. In 
general, the 2D and 3D temperature and velocity curves show a similar trend despite the error in the values. Discrepancy in the 
numerical simulation results is obviously concerned with the view factors. Three-dimensional problem formulation assumes lower 

Fig. 7. Temperature contours and isosurfaces (a, b, c), velocity magnitude isosurfaces (d, e, f) when ε = 0.8, M = 0.1, af ,s = 96.79, λf,s = 0.074, Nr = 8.04: a, d) Ra =

104; b, e) Ra = 105; c, f).Ra = 106 
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values of the view factors due to a higher number of boundaries in comparison with the 2D model. Hence, the overall irradiation will be 
weakened under the 3D model. As a result, the solid-fluid interfaces are overheated in the 2D simulations due to the higher values of 
the view factors. This behavior is clearly observed in Fig. 10. The higher values of temperature provide the higher gradients. Therefore, 
velocity components are significantly greater in the 2D model. 

3.5. Numerical performance 

To the authors knowledge, no information is available on execution times of the hybrid lattice Boltzmann code under 3D 
conductive-convective-radiative heat transfer. This issue is of great importance since the conventional Navier-Stokes (NS) formulation 
gives almost the same results. Therefore, a reasonable question is why the LBM should be used under studied conditions. In order to 
address this question the numerical performance of the hybrid lattice Boltzmann scheme proposed in this study will be compared with 
the conventional vorticity-vector potential (VVP) CFD model [44]. The running times are given for 100 iterations and presented in 
Table 2. Along with that, the effect of convergence criteria for Poisson equations on numerical performance is analyzed. The Intel Core 
i3-8100 was used for all computations. 

When formulating the CFD problem in terms of the vorticity-vector potential variables, there are four unsteady parabolic equations 

Fig. 8. Temperature contours and isosurfaces (a, b, c), velocity magnitude isosurfaces (d, e, f) when Ra = 106, M = 0.1, af ,s = 96.79, λf,s = 0.074, Nr = 8.04: a, d) 
ε = 0; b, e) ε = 0.5; c, f).ε = 1 
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for vorticity and energy, three steady elliptic equations for vector potential. On the other hand, there are nineteen lattice Boltzmann 
equations and one energy equation within the HLB formulation. Hence, computation speed of the VVP approach is awaited two times 
faster at least. On the contrary, numerical performance of the HLB is crucially better than the VVP. The major drawback of NS based 
approaches is the need to solve steady state equations at each time step. This procedure is computationally very expensive especially 
when the accurate solution is of interest. It was found that CPU times of the vorticity-vector potential formulation are slightly changed 
with δ ≤ 10− 5. However, the execution times are drastically increased when the convergence criterion in Poisson equations is equal to 
10− 7. On the contrary, the HLB model is free from steady equations solution. It is interesting to note that superiority of the hybrid 
lattice Boltzmann model over the vorticity-vector potential formulation in terms of the numerical performance is enhanced as the 
number of mesh points is increased. Summarizing the results presented in Table 2, the running times of the HLB is lower than the VVP 
with δ = 10− 7 by around 6, 6, 9 and 14 with the grid size of 613, 1213, 1813 and 2413, respectively. 

4. Conclusion 

A three-dimensional heat transfer problem by conduction, natural convection and surface radiation is numerically analyzed by 
means of the hybrid lattice Boltzmann method. The main findings are as follows: 

Fig. 9. Temperature contours and isosurfaces (a, b, c), velocity magnitude isosurfaces (d, e, f) when Ra = 106, ε = 0.6, af,s = 96.79, λf ,s = 0.074, Nr = 8.04: a, d) M 
= 0.05; b, e) M = 0.1; c, f) M = 0.2. 
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• The Rayleigh number variation slightly affects the flow behavior. On the contrary, temperature of the air and solid walls is reduced 
with the Ra. When Ra = 106, thermal stratification is observed at the top half of the cavity and near the vertical walls. Temperature 
is almost uniformly distributed at the bottom solid-fluid interface.  

• No radiation heat transfer mode provides thermal stratification in the entire cavity. On the other hand, surface radiation increases 
the overall temperature and, as a result, modifies the flow pattern. Thermal plume is formed at the core of the cavity and the 
downward flows along the vertical interfaces are observed due to the heat losses through the solid walls.  

• An increase in the solid walls thickness decreases the temperature of the solution domain. When M = 0.05, temperature is non- 
uniformly distributed inside the cavity and barely stratified near the vertical interfaces due to the thermal plume formation. On 
the contrary, thermal stratification fills almost the entire cavity with the M = 0.2. 

Fig. 10. Variation of temperature (a, b, c) and velocity components (d, e, f, g, h, i) with interfaces emissivity under 2D and 3D problems formulations: a, d, g) ε = 0; b, 
e, h) ε = 0.5; c, f, i).ε = 1 

Table 2 
Variation of CPU times with the grid size.  

Grid HLB, s VVP, s 

δ = 10− 3 δ = 10− 5 δ = 10− 7 

613 55.72 139.92 148.81 319.54 
1213 635.51 1427.71 1431.49 4125.32 
1813 2367.74 6647.61 6657.86 21638.5 
2413 5858.38 17698.05 17710.1 82494.31  
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• When neglecting the radiation heat transfer, thermal and flow behavior are very similar under both two-dimensional and three- 
dimensional simulations. However, a crucial discrepancy is observed in the temperature and velocity values obtained by 2D and 
3D models when taking into account the surface radiation. This discrepancy is obviously associated with the view factors. Hence, it 
is very important to consider three-dimensional problem formulation under studied conditions. 

• Numerical performance of the hybrid lattice Boltzmann model is significantly better than the conventional vorticity-vector po-
tential formulation despite the higher number of the governing equations. Moreover, superiority of the hybrid lattice Boltzmann 
model over the vorticity-vector potential formulation in terms of the numerical performance is enhanced as the number of mesh 
points is increased. 

The future outlook includes analysis of the high Rayleigh number flows and parallel GPU implementation of the numerical code. 
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Nomenclature  

a : Thermal diffusivity, m2/s 
Bi Biot number = α · L/λ 
ck Particle speeds, m/s 
cs Speed of sound in the lattice units, m/s 
dτ macroscopic dimensionless time step; 
f Distribution function, kg/m3 

g : Gravitational acceleration, m/s2 

GS grid size; 
J : Dimensionless radiosity = q′

/(σ ·T4
h )

l Thickness of the walls, m; 
L : Length of the cavity, m; 
Nr : Conduction-radiation number = (σ ·T4

h · L)/(λ ·(Th − Te))

M Relative walls thickness = l/L; 
Pr: Prandtl number = ν/a 
q′

: Radiosity, W/m2 

q′′ : Irradiation, W/m2 

Qr : Dimensionless irradiation = q′′/(σ ·T4
h )

Ra: Rayleigh number = (g · β · (Th − Te) · L3)/(ν · a)
t : Time, s; 
t0 : Time scale, s; 
Δt Time step in lattice Boltzmann equation 
u,v,w : Velocities on the x, y and z axes, respectively, m/s 
U,V,W : Dimensionless analogues of u,v,w 
Vnc : Velocity scale, m/s 
x,y,z : Cartesian coordinates, m; 
X,Y,Z : Dimensionless analogues of x, y, z; 
T : Temperature, K; 
wk Weighting factor  

Greek symbols 
α : Heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2 ·K)
β : Coefficient of thermal expansion, K− 1 
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ε surface emissivity 
λ : Heat conductivity coefficient, W/(m ·K)
ν : Kinematic viscosity, m/s2 

ρ Density, kg/m3 

σ : Stefan–Boltzmann constant, W/(m2 ·K4)

τ : Dimensionless time; 
Θ : Dimensionless temperature 
ω : Relaxation frequency, 1/s 
Ω : Collision operator, kg/(s ·m3)

Subscripts 
e environment 
f fluid region 
h heater 
s solid region 
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